HE LEAK TEST @ 1 ATM 10X10^-8 C.C./SEC. OR LESS.
2. HYPOT 630 VDC 500 MEG OHMS MINIMUM 0.01
   SECOND MINIMUM PIN TO PIN AND HOUSING.
3. CONTINUITY TEST ALL CONDUCTORS WITH MATING
   CONNECTORS < 0.5 Ohm PIN TO SOCKET.
4. ALL TESTS ARE PERFORMED AT ROOM TEMPERATURE.
5. ALL PARTS MUST PASS ALL TESTS.
6. VOIDS SMALLER THAN 0.035 ARE ACCEPTABLE.
7. MATING CONNECTORS NOT SHIPPED WITH ASSEMBLY.
8. A LETTER AFTER THE PAVE PART NUMBER (eg. 3244A) 
   INDICATES ALTERNATE CLOCKING ON THE 
   RECEPTABLES (SEE TABLE).

**NOTES:**

3244A 40FE35SA 45PF35PA 40PF35PA 16PF35SA
3244 40FE35SN 45PF35PN 40PF35PN 16PF35SN
PAVE# ITEM 2 (MATE) ITEM 3 (MATE)